Michigan Elite Gymnastics Academy/MEGA Fun and Fitness
AGREEMENT AND UNDERSTANDING
Please read the following and initial at the end of each line indicating that you
understand the rules and policies set forth our best to inform you of all the rules, policies
and procedures related to being a competitive team member at Michigan Elite
Gymnastics Academy.
♠
We, the parents of _____________________________________, have read and
fully understand the contents of the MEGA Team/Pre-Team handbook. We accept the
commitments and responsibilities outlined within. _____
♠
We understand the section entitled Part four: Communication/Time and Financial
Obligations, and agree to the financial responsibilities outlined in this section. _____
♠
We fully understand the section concerning the 30-DAY WRITTEN NOTICE OF
DEPARTURE and agree to follow through with this policy (all charges incurred during
the 30 day notice are due). This 30-day written notice gives the staff time to work
through sometimes-trivial problems, gives the athlete time to reflect on their decision to
retire, and it assists with our financial commitment to our staff. Notice is required in
writing for all team members. If we choose to leave without a written notice, we agree
to pay 30 days all expenses (charges) incurred from the departure date, plus an
additional $300 “no notice” fee. Your final payment is due at the time of your notice.
_____
♠
We understand that the Team/Pre-Team program at Michigan Elite Gymnastics
Academy is a year round commitment and that since our son/daughter’s spot is reserved,
MEGA does not pro-rate nor refund tuition for any reason. _____
♠
We understand that gymnastics is inherently a dangerous sport as is any sport that
involves speed, height, and rotation. We acknowledge that potentially serious injury,
including paralysis or death could result from participation in this sport. _____ _____
♠
We understand that as a member of Michigan Elite Gymnastics Academy’s
Competitive Team, we are obligated to participate and volunteer in all assigned home
competitions. _____
♠
We understand that Michigan Elite Gymnastics Academy is extending credit to us
on a monthly basis. For any reason, should our account become delinquent, we
understand that our account will be sent to a credit report collection agency. I will
provide a copy of my driver’s license and credit card to be kept on file. _____
Signed __________________________________________ Parent/Guardian
Signed __________________________________________ Parent/Guardian
Signed __________________________________________ Athlete
Signed __________________________________________ Athlete
Date: ____________________
MEGA Fun and Fitness
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